In this paper we study the maximum two-flow problem in vertex-and edge-capacitated undirected STI-planar graphs, that is, planar graphs where the vertices of each terminal pair arc on the same face. For such graphs we provide an O(n) algorithm for finding a minimum two-cut and an O(n log n) algorithm for determining a maximum two-flow and show that the value of a maximum two-flow equals the value of a minimum two-cut. We further show that the flow obtained is half-integral and provide a characterization of edge and vertex capacitated ST>-planar graphs that guarantees a maximum two-flow that is integral. By a simple variation of our maximum two-flow algorithm we then develop, for STz-planar graphs with vertex and edge capacities, an O(n log n) algorithm for determining an integral maximum two-flow of value not less than the value of a maximum two-flow minus one.
Introduction
For a given edge (resp., vertex and edge) capacitated graph with two source-sink terminal pairs, a two-flow is a flow between each terminal pair such that the total flow in each edge (resp., in each edge and in each vertex) does not exceed its capacity. A maximum two-jaw is a two-flow with the largest total flow value. A two-cut is a minimal set of edges (resp., edges and vertices) that meets every path connecting any terminal pair. A minimum two-cut is a two-cut with minimum value. ' An earlier version of this paper appeared in the Proceedings of lPCO3.
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The special case of a single terminal pair with edge capacities is well studied and many efficient algorithms have been developed for solving it, beginning with the work of Ford and Fulkerson [5] . Even more efficient algorithms were obtained for planar graphs by exploiting their planarity structure, see e.g. [S] .
For the single terminal problem where both vertices and edges are capacitated, Wollmer [22] developed a direct algorithm for computing a maximum flow. Recently, Khuller and Naor [lo] obtained an O(n G ) algorithm for computing a single terminal pair minimum cut and an O(n log n) algorithm for computing a maximum flow in vertex-and edge-capacitated St-planar graphs, where an St-planar graph is a planar graph with both terminal vertices on the same face.
The research of the two-flow problem with capacities restricted to edges was pioneered with the work of Hu [9] , who showed that the value of a maximum two-flow equals the value of a minimum two-cut, and who developed an algorithm for finding both a maximum two-flow and a minimum two-cut. Sakarovitch [17] developed an algorithm for computing a maximum two-flow, which essentially is reduced to two computations of a maximum single flow.
In this paper we address the maximum two-flow problem in vertex-and edgecapacitated ST*-planar graphs. That is, planar graphs where each pair of terminal vertices lies on the same face. At first glance one would hope that a solution could be obtained by using a similar method to the one developed in [ 171 while still maintaining the planarity of the graph. Such an attempt failed since, on the one hand, the auxiliary graph used in Sakarovitch's method may not be planar and hence special purpose algorithms for maximum flow in planar graphs cannot be employed. On the other hand, a direct consequence of Sakarovitch's algorithm is Hu's result that there is always a half-integral optimal solution when only the edges are capacitated. The latter result is, however, no longer valid for general vertex-and edge-capacitated graphs as was demonstrated by an example in [ 141 where no half-integral solution exists. We develop here a direct algorithm for solving the maximum two-flow and the minimum two-cut problems in vertex-and edge-capacitated ST*-planar graphs that uses the planarity properties of the graph. The algorithm extends a reduction given in [lo] for vertex-and edge-capacitated St-planar graphs to ST2-planar graphs. It also extends the direct method developed in [12] for calculating a maximum (integral) two-flow and a minimum two-cut in ST2-planar graphs where only the edges are capacitated to the case where node capacities are also present. The resulting algorithm computes a minimum two-cut in vertex-and edge-capacitated ST2-planar graphs in O(n) computations and a maximum two-flow in O(n log n) computations. Our maximum two-flow satisfies the condition that for one terminal pair the flow from the source to the sink is a maximum single terminal pair flow. As an important consequence of our algorithm we obtain that the well-known Max Two-Flow equals Min Two-Cut theorem proved by Hu for edge-capacitated graphs [9] holds, as well, for vertex and edge capacitated ST2-planar graphs. We further show that this latter result is no longer valid for vertex and edge capacitated non-planar graphs. 26') As indicated before, the maximum two-flow obtained by our algorithm may not, in general, be integral. Indeed, the integral two-flow problem was shown to be NPcomplete by Even et al. [4] , even if only edge capacities are present. Recently, Middendorf and Pfeiffer [15] have shown that the integral multicommodity flow problem remains NP-complete even in edge-capacitated planar graphs for which each terminal pair lies on the same face. If, however, the number of terminal pairs is bounded by a fixed constant, Sebo [18] showed that the problem is solvable in polynomial time.
Other tractable cases can be found in [6] . We also develop an extension of our algorithm for finding a maximum two-flow, to one that guarantees an integral maximum two-flow of value not less than the value of a maximum two-flow minus one and which also runs in O(n log n) time. This, in turn, leads to a characterization of STZ-planar graphs that ensures a maximum two-flow that is integral in the vertex-and edge-capacitated case. The characterization is an extension of the one given in [13] for edge-capacitated ST*-planar graphs for which there exists a maximum two-flow which is integral.
Preliminaries and notations
Let G = (S U VI ,I?) be an undirected connected loopless planar graph with a set of edges E, a set of vertices V = S U VI with /V 1 = n, and a set of terminal vertices S = {sl,tl,s2,t~}.
Let w:EU V+Zi~, where Z+ is the set of non-negative integers, be a capacity function on the edges and vertices of G. We denote by (G, w) the graph G with its associated capacity function w. Assume, without loss of generality, that no terminal vertex has a finite capacity. Since if, say, st has a finite capacity, then add to V a new vertex s{, connect it to st with an uncapacitated edge and replace SI by s{ in
Let put be a (simple) path joining two vertices u and u in V. A path puC in (G. For a given graph G with two source--sink terminal pairs (~1, II } and (~2, t? } and with two given real values rl,r2, the ji?usible tl4.o-$orc problem can be stated as follows. Find a flow 91 (resp., ~2) of value YI (resp., ~2) between SI and tl (resp.. s2 and t2) representing the flow of commodity 1 (resp., 2), such that the total flow in each edge and in each vertex does not exceed its capacity. We refer to (qt. (~2) as a two-$owy. A feasible two-flow is said to be haljGntegra1 (resp., integral) if the flow of each commodity in each edge is half integral (resp., integral). The maximum (resp., integral) two$ow problem seeks out, of all feasible two-flows (resp., integral two-flows), the one with the largest value of the total flow. An optimal solution for the above problem will be termed a maximum (resp., integml) two$ow.
For p 2 V let C(v), be the set of edges with one end in ? and the other in V\v.
An edge-cut CC E in G is a subset of edges for which there exists v C V such that C = C(v). For El, E2 c E, denote by El A E2 = {e E El U E~\EI n Ez} and by V(E, ) the set of vertices incident to the edges in El. For a given set C of edge-cuts and a function g : C --f R+, we say that (C,g) is an edge-cut puking if C{g(C) : e E C E C} d w(e) for every e E E. If G = (V,E) is a planar graph, we refer to a planar embedding of G as a plune graph. The duul graph of a plane graph G will be denoted by G* = (V*,E*) with e* E E* the dual of an edge e E E. For L? C E, let I?* be the set of its dual edges. Let G be a vertex-and edge-capacitated planar graph with each pair of terminal vertices on the same face. Then one can add the edges hl = (~1, tl) and h2 = (~2, t2) to G, with w(hl) = w(h2) = 0, without destroying its planarity. Refer to hl and h2 as the demand edges and to the augmented graph obtained as an ST2 -plunar gruph. A two-cur in G is a minimal set of edges and vertices that meets every path connecting any terminal pair. A linked-path in G* is an ordered set of edges and faces where each two adjacent elements of the set have a vertex in common. If the first and last elements also have a vertex in common, then the linked-path will be termed a linked-cycle (see also [lo] ).
Maximum two-flow algorithm
We describe in this section an O(n) algorithm for finding a minimum two-cut and an O(n log n) algorithm for finding a maximum two-flow in a vertex-and edge-capacitated ST*-planar graph G. The algorithm for calculating minimum two-cuts uses an extension of Khuller and Naor's [lo] efficient algorithm for computing a minimum cut separating a single source from a single sink in vertex-and edge-capacitated St-planar graphs.
Their algorithm uses the fact that with every minimum cut in such graphs there is a corresponding shortest linked-cycle in the dual graph containing the demand edge. Unfortunately, this is no longer valid for ST2-planar graphs and hence the minimum two-cut cannot be obtained directly from such linked-cycles. Thus, we first show how to modify the capacity function to ensure that with every minimum two-cut in the original graph there is a shortest cycle in the modified dual graph containing the dual of the demand edges. A minimum two-cut is then found directly from such a shortest cycle.
Definition 1 (Khuller and Naor [lo] ). For a capacitated ST2-planar graph (G, w) let G* = (V*, E*) be its dual graph with F* = U{F$ : Fc the face in G* corresponding to a vertex vk E v}. Let w* : E* U F* + Z+ be the dual capacity function, where w*(e*) = w(e) for e* the dual edge of e and w*( For simplicity of exposition we assume in the sequel that the end vertices of i, = h; (resp., /& = h;) are {t^l,fz} (resp., {t^3,&}) and that k = {i1,&} if H = {hl,h~}.
In Figs. l-5 to follow, the number associated with each edge\vertex corresponds to the edge\vertex capacity while the wiggly edges represent the demand edges. Whenever a number is not given, the corresponding edge\vertex has an infinite capacity. Example 1. Consider the graph given in Fig. 1 . The corresponding dual graph is given in Fig. 2 (a) with e;, FT,e," a linked-path of length 4. The extended dual graph is given in Fig. 2 
(b).
As demonstrated below, the stumbling block in using Khuller and Naor's [lo] idea for computing a minimum single cut follows from the fact that in the two-commodity case a linked-cycle may contain a face more than once. Indeed, from Fig. 2(a) one can easily see that c* = {e;, F,", e3, hS,eg,FT, ez,h;} is a shortest linked-cycle among * all linked-cycles containing {h;,h;}. Now, since F, is contained in c* twice it contributes 2w*(F,*) to the length of c* and hence l?s contributes 2w(ug) to c^, whereas cg contributes only W(Q) to the value of the corresponding two-cut. Thus we first show how to modify the capacity function $ in such a way that for each rk E VI, 2, will contribute exactly w(rk) to the length of a shortest cycle containing {h:. h; }. If P, # Zj, 1 ,<i,j<4, then replace Gm(Zii> by
Denote by iik (resp., 2~) the length of a shortest path bjk (resp., Fij) in (&, Gm) from iito~~kE(resp.,iitotj l<i#j<4).SetG=d,andifd=d,andf?i#Ej,then set In the proof of Theorem 2 we show that 2 as defined above is the value of a minimum two-cut, and 212 the value of a minimum cut separating si from ti. By the cut condition, every feasible two-flow with demands ~1 = 212 and r2 = C? -d,, is also a maximum two-flow in the original graph. Thus, by modifying the demands of h^r and & to equal 212 and 2 -212, respectively, we successfully transfer our problem from an optimization problem to a feasibility one. Now, if d = d, then the capacities of di and 22 are modified so that G,(gt) = 8,(&) and so that there exists Using the above graph, the reader can verify that the value of a minimum twocut in G is 6, and the cut is (e5,eb, vg,e7,eg). Such a cut corresponds to the cycle Before stating the Maximum Two-Flow Algorithm, we describe the main ideas underlying it. Using the modified capacity function, we obtain an equivalent problem to the original one with only edge capacities. Then we transfer the maximum flow problem into a feasibility one (see also [12] for the edge capacitated case) and apply Seymour's [20] observation that a feasible two-flow in edge-capacitated :
Using the well-known relation between cycles in G and edge-cuts in its dual G*, see e.g.
[l], it is possible to solve the feasible two-flow problem in G by looking for an edge-cut packing (C*, g* ) satisfying IC* nH*j = 1 VC* EC* c{g*(C*) : e* E C" E C*}<w*(e*)
~{g*(c*)
: h* E C* E C"} = w*(h*)
Namely, there is an (integral) feasible two-flow in G if and only if there is an (integral) edge-cut packing (C*,g*) in G* satisfying (1).
We use in the sequel Lemma 1 to show that an edge-cut packing satisfying (1) exists in (G, +,). Such a packing will induce a feasible two-flow in the original graph if the edges, but not the vertices, are capacitated. However, this packing will not necessarily induce a feasible flow if the vertices are capacitated as well, as is demonstrated in Example 3. Now, using the existing edge-cut packing satisfying (1) in (6, G,,,), we calculate four values xi,x2,xs,x4 which are then used to divide (G, @,) into four "almost disjoint" subgraphs. This, in turn, enables us to divide the original graph into four "almost disjoint" subgraphs Gi,i = 1,. . . ,4, each containing exactly one demand edge and with each demand edge belonging to exactly two subgraphs. We then implement the "uppermost path" algorithm to compute a feasible single flow in each subgraph G, of value xl, i = 1,. . ,4. If a chosen path is not simple, we modify this path to become simple using a technique from [lo] . A maximum two-flow in the original graph is then obtained from these four flows.
Let F, , F2 be the two faces incident with h 1, and F3, F4 the two faces incident with h2. Let fi be the vertex corresponding to Fi and iiu the distance between the vertex fi and a vertex V: in (G,$,). The face F,,, corresponding to the vertex v:, is said to be at a distance Bi,, from Fi. Output: A minimum two-cut separating sr from tr and s2 from t2 as well as a maximum two-flow of equal value.
Step 1: Using Booth and Lueker's algorithm [2] , construct a dual graph G* = (V*,E*) of G. Using Definition 1, construct an extended dual graph G = (P,I?) = (I/* U v, E* U I?) of G with its corresponding extended capacity function 6~.
Step 2 where c^r = Pt,. U Pzr U {hi} and & = &,-U jJr U {&}. Set C = {e : e* E t} U {uk E VI : e^ E I?k n t} and 2 = 2.
Step 4: Using Definition 2, determine the modified capacity function @,,, in G with e^i the unique edge in bil n I?;,. Let ? = {ii E P : fi is incident to exactly one edge of . ,WZi} gives an sr -tr (resp., s2 -t2) flow in Gi. @, and q2 together form the flow cpr while $3 and e4 constitute the flow ~2.
Step 6: Terminate with C given in Step 3 as a minimum two-cut and ((it, (~2) as a maximum two-flow with 2 their equal value.
Theorem 2. Let (G, w) be a vertex-and edge-capacitated STl-planar graph and C the cut as given in Step 3 of the algorithm. Then C is a minimum two-cut in G with value d and can be calculated in O(n) time.
Proof. Observe that c^ = fi U pli U pk, is a cycle in G containing I?, and thus C its corresponding cut is a two-cut in G. Moreover, the fact that c^ is a shortest cycle implies that / V(jij)n V(j, Proof. Consider first the following inequality system:
Based on Lemma 1, as shown in the Appendix, the x,'s as given in
Step 4 of the algorithm constitute a non-negative feasible solution of (2). Now, for i E { 1,2,3,4} let Gj = (P,, l?;) be the subgraph of G, consisting of all vertices of G at a distance less than X, from ii together with their adjacent edges. that qik is a pslr, (resp., pslt2) path   if i = 1,2 (resp. i = 3,4) . This, since the faces induced by S, n V* are connected, and thus the boundary is a cycle containing hr (resp., h2), and hence the remainder of the cycle is a pslt, (resp., ps,,,) path. Therefore, for edge-capacitated, but not vertexcapacitated, graphs @i is a feasible flow of value Xi in Gi. NOW, since the Pis are pairwise disjoint and gim, + gjm, <8,(d) = w*(t) for any e^ E C$,, fl C$,, 1 <i # j<4, we obtain that (cpi, (~2) is a feasible flow of value Cf=, xi = 2 in G. In the vertexcapacitated case, if all paths corresponding to edge-cuts in C;C are simple, then the flow obtained by (qi,gi), where qr = u{qik : k = 1,. . . , mi}, is a feasible flow of value xi. If, however, a path qjk, corresponding to an edge-cut CG E CT in G*, is not simple, then the algorithm modifies qik to a simple path, say qik. Since qik C qjk, then, if CL;' (resp., CG) is the edge-cut in G* corresponding to q$ (resp., qik) together with a demand edge, then Cg' 2 CG. Hence, if (C:, gi) is a feasible edge-cut packing of value 2 in G*, so is (CT',gi) where CT' is the modified set of CT. Thus, (cpi,(pz) is the desired flow.
To see that ~1 is indeed a maximum s1 -ti flow in (G, w), recall that the flow value is xi + x2 = C&hi) = 212. Using the correspondence between edge-cuts and linked-cycles in planar graphs, one obtains that L? 12 is the value of a minimum cut separating si from ti in (G, w) and, hence, also the value of a maximum s1 -tl flow.
We show next that the time complexity is indeed as claimed. Given 2, and dij as calculated in Steps 2 and 3, the modified capacity function can be calculated in O(n) time. (Observe that calculating d; and dij takes O(n) time as stated in the proof of Theorem 2.) Step 4 takes a constant time.
Step 5 requires four computations of a maximum single flow where each such computation can be done in O(n log n) time by ordering the faces in Gi as well as guaranteeing that each path carrying a flow is simple, as was shown in [lo] . 0
A well-known result by Hu [9] states that for edge capacitated graphs the value of a maximum two-flow equals the value of a minimum two-cut. A direct consequence of can easily verify that the value of a maximum two-flow is 1; while the value of a minimum two-cut is 2. Observe that each dashed edge in Fig. 6 carries i a unit of flow.
Another extension of a result by Hu [9] to vertex-and edge-capacitated graphs is given in Theorem 5 below. Theorem 5 is no longer valid in the vertex-capacitated case even if the graph G \ H is planar as is demonstrated by an example in [ 141.
Proof. Since w is an integral capacity function, it follows from the definition of ti.,,, that J,, is integral for any 1?^ E V". From Step 5 we push a Bow of value .~/~a through q,k. By the definition of yik and the above observation, this flow is integral except for .c/Wl where the flow is x; -J(qilllr). Since the x,'s are half-integral by definition the proof is complete. Note that the existence of a half-integral solution to (2) follows from a result of Edmonds and Johnson [3] . 0
Integrality results
In this section we present an algorithm for computing a maximum integral two-flow for edge-and vertex-capacitated ST2-planar graphs. The algorithm is an extension of [ 1211 where only edge capacities were present. The main difference between the algorithm presented here and the one given in Section 3 is in the values assigned to the x,'s.
Maximum Integral Two-Flow Algorithm
Steps 1, 2, 3 and 5 remain the same as in the Maximum Two-Flow Algorithm.
Step 4a: If 21s + 21, -GPz(h^2) is even, then set x =x and go to Step 5. Step 6a: Terminate with (cpt, q2) as a maximum integral two-flow. Proof. Recall from the proof of Theorem 5 that the flows gik along the paths qik are integral except for gim, where the flow is xi -J(qim,). The last observation, coupled with the definition of x', shows that the flow obtained is integral. The feasibility of the flow can be easily verified. We show that the flow is maximum.
If xi = xi, the result holds trivially. Assume thus that 613 + 214 -Gm(h^2) is odd. Now using the fact that aij +i,+l>ti)m(h^i) + @m(h^Z) for i #j # k # 1 E {1,2, and if equality holds in the two inequalities, then 213 + 214 -+Cm(&) is even and one can conclude that there is no integral edge-cut packing of value 2, which implies that there is no integral two-flow of value d. In this case it follows from the algorithm that xi + xi = xi + x2 = $,(&I ) and xi + xi = x3 +x4 -1 = +Cm(h^2) -1. Hence, we have an integral flow of value 2 -1 which is an optimal one and with cpi a maximum si -t] flow in (G, w). The time complexity is clearly identical to that of the Maximum Two-Flow Algorithm. q
In [ 131 Lomonosov proved that if (G, w) is an edge-capacitated STZ-planar graph, then the value of (cpi, q2), a maximum integral two-flow, is greater or equal to the value of a minimum two-cut -1, and either cpi or (~2 is a maximum single flow. Moreover, he gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a maximum two-flow which is integral. A consequence of the Maximum Integral Two-Flow Algorithm and its proof is a generalization of Lomonosov's result to the edge-and vertex-capacitated case. Clearly, if w(v) = 1 tiv E V and there is no limit on the capacity of the edges, then the problem of obtaining a maximum integral two-flow is equal to determining a maximum vertex disjoint paths connecting st with tl and s? with t2. The two vertex disjoint paths problem was solved efficiently in polynomial time in general graphs (see [ 19, 211) . For fixed k, the problem of obtaining, in polynomial time, k disjoint paths connecting st with tl and s2 with t2 is solved by using Robertson and Seymour's method for solving the fixed-vertex subgraph homeomorphism problem [16] . However, to the best of the authors' knowledge, the problem of obtaining, in polynomial time, the maximum number of disjoint paths connecting si with tl and .Q with t2 is unsolved. Here, we solved the problem in the special case where G is an ST?-planar graph. To show that x2 +x4 < 224 assume, on the contrary, that x2 +x4 > 224. By Lemma 1, x1 +x3 < 213 coupled with x3 30, we have x1 < it3. Since xl +x3 < 213 and XI +x4 ~214, then
;(a13 + 214 -kn(~2)) > ;<x, +x3 +x1 +x4 -(x3 +x4)) = x,.
Hence, either xt = +,(I%,) or xt = 214. Now if XI = 214, then x;r = 0 which implies that x2 > 224. Therefore, $,(;I ) = x1 +x2 > 214 + 224, a contradiction to Lemma 1. If XI = ~G,~(h^l), then x2 = 0. Therefore, x4 > 224 and x3 6223. NOW if x3 = 223, then $,(I&) = x3 +x4 > d24 + 223, a contradiction to Lemma 1. Hence, x3 < 223. Coupled with the fact that x2 = 0 and XI +x3 < 213, we have that x3 = G,(&), implying x4 = 0 and contradicting x4 > 224. Thus, the xi's satisfy (2) and are all non-negative as needed.
